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The Kingdom Belongs to Such as These 
Sun drenched bubbles, floating, 
spiraling about a child dancing  
with sunbeams in a spring meadow.

Laughter, cascading over the hillside  
bubbles winking out, abandoned, joyous  
sounds tingling within my head. 

A swirl of lithe young body  
renewing enchanted capsule of light,  
drawing my reality back to dreams.

Huffing breath upon a plastic bubble pipe  
spraying lavish love, releasing 
trapped souls to sigh in remembrance.

Submitted March 2022 
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Chinese Puzzle 
Polished wooden keys criss-crossing, 
interlocked unseen beneath the surface  
leading my thoughts and dreams searching within. 
Urging my mind down to wander amidst 
the silken surfaces of rosewood and walnut.

It sits dismembered now upon my windowsill 
reflecting through a crystal pyramid, 
disjointed angels peering out of polished faces,  
all straight lines and smooth sides, 
and it came apart so easily, one instant complete, 
the next a scrambled pile tumbling from my hands.

It’s come to be a part of me, this jumbled cube.  
It draws my eye and hand to fumble futilely  
at joining it together again. 
it teases me, when I think I’ve won,  
and relentlessly rejects the final piece.

Surely I am learning to dream its totality, 
mirrored in the crystal, reflected in my soul. 
Shadows drifting towards solidity, slipping into being. 
Each new intersecting segment seeking its own place, 
helping me resurrect my disoriented world.

Submitted March 2022 
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So I straddle my bike and spin the pedals  
into increasing cadence, the murmur  
of my whirling tires puts the birds to startled flight  
and swirls this moment into my memories.

Submitted March 2022 
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Michelle R. Milford  

Hidden Battle 
He woke this morning 
Another night of her dreams

He glanced into the mirror 
She’s not real it seems

Society unknowingly accepts 
The image presented 
Unaware of the damage  
Being self-inflicted

He hides her for fear of rejection 
She battles for her reflection

Nov. 2014: Submitted March 2022

I was honored to have this poem chosen by T.E.N.T. 
(Transgender Education Network Texas) for the Austin, Texas 
2014 Transgender Day of Remembrance ceremony at City 
Hall.  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Preston “Ty” Tyree 

Atascosa Refuge 
The fog has lifted just enough now 
to let me see the shelving shore 
and count the ducks lying at anchor 
upon the breeze shivered surface of the bay.

A huron sways gracefully through the mist  
leaving shifting swirls of unreality 
as he strides majestically ahead 
searching with each foot for solidity

Here at hand the damp salt grasses 
carry webs like well filled hammocks. 
Each strand strung with misted pearls, 
waiting for the sun to pluck their bounty.

The ducks waken with gurgling laughter 
while shore birds stalk about 
to probe the sand with spiky bills,  
nibbling for breakfast among the grains.

Just off shore, over there on the right, 
where a sandbar barely breeches the water  
a flock of white pelicans are gossiping, 
and keeping watch for their morning meal.

Soaring terms make darting dives  
to race their reflections along wet sand 
and startle me from my reverie, 
and remind me that this is the day…
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